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Michelle Carter waited for her sentencing.

Appeal in Michelle Carter case may take
years to resolve, experts say
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The appeal in the case of Michelle Carter will likely take at least months, if not years,
before it is settled.

“It’s not that anyone is dragging their feet, but these things take time, and it’s important —
everyone wants to make sure they get it right,” said Suffolk University law professor
Rosanna Cavallaro.

Carter, 20, was sentenced Thursday in Bristol
Juvenile Court to 2½-years with 15 months
suspended for goading 18-year-old Conrad Roy
III into committing suicide in July 2014. But the
judge agreed to allow Carter to remain free while
her appeal is pending.

Experts said the judge’s reasoning for staying
Carter’s sentence was likely influenced by the
length of sentence he imposed.
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“The judge was afraid that by the time the case went through the appeals process, she
would have already served her sentence,” said Peter Elikann, criminal defense attorney
and former chair of the Massachusetts Bar Association’s Criminal Justice Section. “If she
were to win her appeal, she might have already served all of her time in jail.”

The appeal could first go before the state Appeals Court. If unsuccessful there, her lawyers
could ask the state Supreme Judicial Court to hear the case. They could eventually appeal
the case to the federal courts, experts said.
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However, the appeal could also skip that first step and go straight to the Supreme Judicial
Court, if Carter’s lawyers ask the court to hear the case, and the court agrees. Alternatively,
the SJC could decide that it wants to hear the appeal.

Either way, it’s likely to take months, if not
years, to resolve, specialists said.

“The time it takes is kind of a wild card,” said
Elikann. “It’s really is hard to pin down. But
we’re not talking just a few months. In all
likelihood, it will be years.”

Cavallaro said she would expect the process just
at the Appeals Court level to take between 12
and 15 months, but noted there can be variation.

Not only does the casework itself take time, but “The appeals court is a really busy court,”
she said. “There’s a lot of cases from different streams that flow into that court.”

Matt Rocheleau can be reached at matthew.rocheleau@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter
@mrochele
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Despite suspension, some have praise for health chief Felix ArroyoDespite suspension, some have praise for health chief Felix Arroyo
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It was Boston’s first “Caturday,” a popular cat meet-up that’s already arrived to other
major cities, offering cat people a communal space.
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Thousands still paying for an education that failed to deliverThousands still paying for an education that failed to deliver

Enjoy Sunday’s beautiful weather; heat and rain sweep in on MondayEnjoy Sunday’s beautiful weather; heat and rain sweep in on Monday

D.C. could take a page out of Massachusetts’ book, Rosenberg saysD.C. could take a page out of Massachusetts’ book, Rosenberg says

Dick Albert, who charmed TV viewers with weather forecasts, dies at 73Dick Albert, who charmed TV viewers with weather forecasts, dies at 73

Trump proposal relies on claims by religious researchersTrump proposal relies on claims by religious researchers

TD Garden to pay $1.65m after teen sleuths claimed it owed $13mTD Garden to pay $1.65m after teen sleuths claimed it owed $13m

MORE...

Felix Arroyo was put on paid leave from his $130,000-a-year job, leaving many to
speculate about whether he was being forced out.

MORE...

Some of the federal loans that students took out to attend for-profit institutions have
been wiped out. But many are still stuck with private loans.

MORE...
Sunday should be sunny and dry, then Monday flips the switch to rain and humidity.

MORE...

In a stark contrast to the partisan rancor in Washington, the atmosphere at a legislative
summit in Boston Sunday was amicable, if not downright jovial.

MORE...

“We don’t live in fear of the great storms. We respect them,” Mr. Albert told
viewers.

MORE...

A proposal by President Trump’s administration would undo the Affordable Care Act’s
five-year-old mandate for birth control coverage.

MORE...

A group of teenagers discovered the venue had failed to live up to its obligations to hold
three fund-raisers a year to benefit the Department of Conservation and

Recreation.
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For the total solar eclipse, they’re off to the land of the vanishing sunFor the total solar eclipse, they’re off to the land of the vanishing sun

The majority of Harvard’s incoming class is nonwhiteThe majority of Harvard’s incoming class is nonwhite

Police identify woman killed in Northborough crashPolice identify woman killed in Northborough crash

The solar eclipse path will overwhelmingly pass over Trump CountryThe solar eclipse path will overwhelmingly pass over Trump Country

You don’t have to be a smaht student to take this tour of HahvahdYou don’t have to be a smaht student to take this tour of Hahvahd

In a Malden classroom, a lesson on immigrationIn a Malden classroom, a lesson on immigration

After family outcry, sick vet gets room at VA hospitalAfter family outcry, sick vet gets room at VA hospital

MORE...

Area residents are traveling all over the country to make sure that they’re within the
“path of totality” during the celestial event. 

MORE...

Harvard’s push to broaden diversity comes as the Trump administration turns its focus
on affirmative action policies.

MORE...

Meghan Farrell, 25, of Marlborough was killed when the car she was driving crossed a center line
Saturday afternoon.

MORE...Is the eclipse throwing shade at Hillary Clinton supporters? 

MORE...

The unofficial Hahvahd Tour, created by former students, takes tourists on a hilarious
trip through Harvard history and culture.

MORE...

Many economists say drastically cutting immigration hurts the economy for
everyone.

A sick Navy veteran in desperate need of specialized care in Boston spent days in limbo in a hospital
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For sale: Cottage with a bit of romanceFor sale: Cottage with a bit of romance

Protesters picket legislators summit in BostonProtesters picket legislators summit in Boston

Police disperse hundreds of youths in the North EndPolice disperse hundreds of youths in the North End

Richard Dudman, intrepid reporter, dies at 99Richard Dudman, intrepid reporter, dies at 99

MORE...in Bangor, his family says.

MORE...

She wrote to the seller in French, hoping her enthusiasm for his Carlisle
home would close the deal. 

MORE...

Two groups — MBTA mechanics and one composed mostly of Asian-Americans —
picketed outside the National Conference of State Legislatures annual meeting. 

MORE...

State Police spokesman David Procopio said Boston police requested Massachusetts State Police
assistance with dispersing between 500 and 1,000 youths.

MORE...

The journalist for The St. Louis Post-Dispatch spent over a month in Cambodia as a
captive of the Viet Cong and published excerpts from the Pentagon Papers. 
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Alone and untrained, a mother becomes nurse for her daughter with disabilities

AFC East in tatters before season’s start

10 hospitalized after American Airlines flight jolted midair

Red Sox finish off four-game sweep of White Sox
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